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Gareth Gaskell & Nicolas Dumay, Department of Psychology, University of York, UK

Introduction
For models of human spoken word recognition, a critical feature of a lexical
representation is its ability to be evoked when compatible with the input and
to compete for identification with similar-sounding entities (McClelland & Elman, 1986).

Hence, an acid test of whether a spoken form has been lexicalized is whether

it engages in this competition process, and thereby inhibits the recognition of

similar existing words, i.e. producing a "lexical footprint".

In contrast to episodic learning, swift and efficient, lexicalization appears to

be much slower. We found that whereas good explicit knowledge of novel words

(e.g. cathedruke) can be obtained straight after exposure, their inhibitory

influence on the identification of existing words (e.g., cathedral) requires a

substantial amount of time − several days − to emerge (Gaskell & Dumay, 2003).

Further experiments showed that lexicalization of spoken words, although not

immediate, takes place during the first 24 hours following exposure. Moreover

a similar learning profile was observed irrespective of whether or not a meaning

was supplied at encoding (Dumay et al., 2004).

The timecourse dissociation between episodic learning and lexicalization may

reflect how humans overcome the "catastrophic interference" faced by neural

networks with distributed representations. In these, new information erases

previous knowledge if learnt too quickly. One solution relies on a dual learning
system in which new information is initially stored separately from existing

knowledge, and then interleaved over a long period, possibly involving sleep

(French, 1999; McClelland et al., 1995).

The role of sleep in memory consolidation has mainly been documented in the

procedural domain. Sleep can improve both perceptual and motor skills

acquired during the prior period of wakefulness, and it can also help recover

and retain procedural details learnt but then gradually lost over the course of

the preceding day (see Walker, in press, for a review).

Experiment

Method

Exposure (pm vs. am) x Session (0, 12, 24h) x Competitor acquisition

(competitor acquired vs. control)

Participants. 2 groups of 32 native British speakers, matched for time

asleep during the night (7h24 vs. 7h14)

Materials.

48 novel words embedding an English word (e.g. "shadowks")

Half of them heard 36 times during one single exposure phase

For pause detection, a 200-ms silence was inserted at the offset of the
word, presented in a longer carrier compatible with the new competitor

(e.g. shadow_k).

Analyses. To avoid confounds related to circadian differences in the amount

of initial acquisition, main analyses based on 2 subgroups of 24 participants

matched case-by-case on immediate performance in free recall and 2-AFC

recognition (but similar results with the full data set).

Results

Pause detection latencies revealed a clear association between sleep and
the emergence of a change in lexical activity after acquisition of a new

competitor (Fig. 1B):

Exposure had no immediate effect on the amount of lexical activity in either

group on Session 1. Yet, after 12 hours, a reliable lexical competition effect

(46 ms) was obtained in the PM group, who had just had a night’s sleep, but

not after a day of wakefulness in the AM group. Finally, 24 hours after

exposure, the lexical competition effect remained for the PM group (58 ms),

and emerged after sleep for the AM group (40 ms). The 3-way interaction

between Group, Session and Competitor acquisition, was significant for

Sessions 2 and 3.

The free recall performance was also influenced by sleep (Fig. 1C):

Between Sessions 1 and 2, recall improved significantly for the PM group

(8.5%) but not for the AM group (-2.3%), whereas between Sessions 2 and 3

recall improved for both groups (5% and 7%). All improvements were

statistically similar in magnitude.

The 2-AFC recognition performance demonstrated good immediate explicit

knowledge of the novel words in both groups (89.2% for the PM group and

88.2% for the AM group), but did not show any change over time or influence

of sleep.

Conclusions
Sleep seems to play a specific role in word acquisition. The fast-acting

episodic component of word learning does not rely on sleep. However, full

lexicalization, as indexed by the emergence of competition effects, has a

slower timecourse and is induced by sleep (Fig. 1B).

Also, clear evidence that sleep has an impact on the declarative
knowledge about the novel words. Enhancement of the new phonological
forms was observed only after sleep had consolidated the corresponding

traces (Fig. 1C).

Our data support neural and connectionist models of learning with
distributed representations; here the delay in lexicalization is necessary

to prevent new words overwriting existing knowledge.

Finally, they suggest that sleep provides an opportunity for hippocampal
information to be fed into long-term neocortical memory.

Goals and design
Our study assessed whether lexicalization of spoken words relies on sleep

(or a sleep-correlated brain state).

Two groups of 32 participants heard 24 "novel" words (e.g. shadowks

embedding shadow) in the course of a phoneme-monitoring task. Exposure

took place either at 8 pm (PM group) or 8 am (AM group). Effects of exposure

on lexical activity and explicit memory were then measured at three time

points: immediately after exposure, 12 hours later, and 24 hours later (Fig.

1A).

Changes in lexical activity related to learning a novel word were tracked

using pause detection. Explicit knowledge of the novel words was assessed via

free recall and two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC) recognition.
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Fig. 1. (a) Design overview. (b) Lexical competitor effect (i.e., mean difference between the latencies in the baseline

and the competitor condition) across pause-absent and pause-present trials. (c) Correct response rate in free recall (%).
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